We describe an algorithm for proving that there is no odd perfect number less than a given bound K (or finding such a number if one exists). A program implementing the algorithm has been run successfully with K = 10160, with an elliptic curve method used for the vast number of factorizations required.
Introduction.
Let a(N) be the sum of the positive divisors of the natural number N. If o~(N) = 2N then N is called perfect. Most elementary textbooks in number theory show that an even number is perfect if and only if it has the form 2°_1(2° -1), where 2a -1 is a (Mersenne) prime, so that the search for even perfect numbers is equivalent to the search for Mersenne primes. No odd perfect number has been found, but it has not been proved that none exists.
The search for odd perfect numbers has often proceeded by showing that there is none less than a given bound K. Kanold [10] did this for K = 1020 in 1957, and improvements were given by Tuckerman [14] (K = 1036) and Hagis [9] (K = 1050). The last-mentioned result has been accepted (e.g., by Guy [8] and Wagon [15] ) as the best to date, despite announced extensions [5] , [6] up to K = 10200. Details of these extensions have never been published; an alternative proof [13] of Hagis's result was not acceptable to a reviewer [12] .
Being wary of the fate of these later "proofs", we have adopted a very straightforward, algorithmic approach to prove the THEOREM. There is no odd perfect number less than 10160.
The proof is almost entirely computer generated and has some similarity to Tuckerman's. In being a comprehensive case study, the proof is also similar to that of Beck and Najar [1] , who showed that there are no odd triperfect numbers (odd numbers M for which o(M) = 3M) less than 1050. (This bound was improved to 1070 by Cohen and Hagis [7] , and could no doubt be still further improved by the methods of the present paper.) For the many large factorizations required in our proof, an elliptic curve method [2] was used. The chosen bound 10160 is related to the state of the art in factorization methods, in which 80-digit numbers are accessible.
Some general background is given below, followed by a deeper analysis of the method. 2 . Overview of the Method. On the assumption that there is an odd perfect number N, Euler showed that necessarily N = Y[l=oPV f°r distinct odd primes Po,... ,pt, with (say) p0 = ao = 1 (mod 4) and a¿ = 0 (mod 2) for i = 1,... ,t.
This will be our standard form for N. Each p"' is called a component of N, and Po is called the special prime. Since a is multiplicative and a(N) = 2N, the sets {q: q prime, q > 2, q | o(p1i) for some i = 0,1,... ,i) and {po,... ,pt} are equal. This leads to the customary factorchain method for problems involving odd perfect numbers. From any postulated component pa of N, we may generate further prime factors of N, namely the odd prime factors of c(pa). For such a prime q, we postulate an exponent b and then factorize o-(qb) to generate still more prime factors of TV. The process is continued until a contradiction is reached (or an odd perfect number is found!). The set of contradictions resulting from an exhaustive choice of primes and exponents constitutes a proof of the relevant theorem.
For any prime p, o~(pa) \ o~(pb) if a +11 b+1, so that for many purposes, including ours, it is sufficient in postulating an exponent a to require that a + 1 be prime. Thus, in particular, it may be assumed that ao = 1. The possible prime divisors of tr(pa), where p and a + 1 are prime and a > 1, are a + 1 (exactly) if and only if p = 1 (mod (a + 1)), and primes q = 1 (mod (a + 1) so that the elimination of the eight mentioned primes as possible factors of TV proves the theorem. (It was convenience, rather than necessity, and a striving for simplicity of exposition, that led us to consider these primes.) Once one of the eight primes was eliminated, its occurrence in a later factor chain terminated that chain. Individual factor chains were continued, using the largest prime found in the previous factorization, until either there was a component exceeding 1080 or until the product of every prime generated in the chain, often with their exponents adjusted upwards in conformity with Euler's form, exceeded 10160. Care was required License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use in insisting the exponent be 1 on the largest prime generated which was congruent to 1 (mod 4), if no other prime in the chain had been postulated as the special prime (unless of course this largest prime was generated more than once-but it never was).
Some chains could be terminated early because of the occurrence of previously eliminated primes, as mentioned above. In other cases, several small primes were generated whose product, with exponents adjusted in accordance with Euler's form, was a number m satisfying S = a(m)/m > 2. Any divisor / of TV must satisfy c(l)/l < 2, so this "5-test" provided another means of terminating chains early.
Many composite numbers or probable primes arose for which factorization or primality testing was not required. These numbers were checked for common factors with other numbers in the chain and then entered into the product with those numbers, with exponent 1. Testing for common factors by the Euclidean algorithm is, in general, must faster than factorization. 973: n means a number (prime or composite-it was not necessary to determine which in order to exceed our bound) which is entered into the least common multiple with the other primes in the chain. The use of the least common multiple effectively clears n of any earlier primes in the chain. As usual, those other primes may have their exponents adjusted, q refers to the prime at the beginning of the line. This is a space-saving device only. Note the implicit line number 974.
The complete output has 3133 lines and appears in the Supplements section of this issue. 4 . Comments on the Program. Our program is written almost entirely in Pascal and runs on a VAX computer. A few inner loops of the multiple-precision arithmetic routines are coded in VAX assembler to speed up their execution.
The program accepts as input a bound K, a set of prime "forbidden divisors", i.e., primes which may be assumed to have already been ruled out as divisors of TV, and one or more further primes to be considered as potential divisors of TV.
The program implements the procedure outlined in Section 2. Suppose that at some point we are considering powers of p as divisors of TV and we can assume pa|TV, where a+ 1 is prime. At this point we know that B | TV, where B is a certain product of prime powers considered already. If ß is not sufficiently large, the program assumes that p°||TV and attempts to factorize o~(pa), using first trial division and then Lenstra's single-phase elliptic curve algorithm [2] (except if p G {3,5,7,11}, in which case we used Brillhart et al. [4] ). The program gives up the attempt if it does not succeed in a specified number of iterations. At this point it generally has o-(pa) = c-f[p°<, t=i where c is either 1 or a composite number, and the p°* are powers of distinct primes Pi. (We can assume that the p¿ are not primes which have been considered already and ruled out as possible divisors of TV.) At this point, the known divisor B of TV can be updated. We know that p¿* | TV, where {ai + 1, if a¿ is odd and p¿ could not be the special prime, a,, otherwise, so we can set B <-LCM(y3,c,n¿=iP¿')-hi the output, the program gives Bl, followed by [log10 B\ to indicate the size of B.
The program performs the S-test using exact (rational) arithmetic and the known factorization of B. Here, if one of several primes appearing to the first power in B could be the special prime, then we must assume that the smallest of them is special and square the others. For other bounds, such as Bl, we must assume that the largest such prime is special and square the others.
If pa has been ruled out as an exact divisor of TV, we increase a and repeat the procedure outlined above. As noted in Section 2, it is enough to consider exponents a such that a + 1 is prime.
If pa has not been ruled out, we choose one of the p¿ which divide cr(pa) and consider powers of p¿ as divisors of TV. Generally, the program chooses the largest known p¿, but it will avoid certain primes if instructed to do so (usually as a result of some experimentation). For example, we avoid 128341 and 567661 because this shortens the proof by 58 lines.
If the choice of p¿ would cause the program to loop forever in a finite cycle of primes, the next largest candidate p, is chosen, etc. If no choice of p¿ is satisfactory (possibly because c(pa) has no known prime factors), the program "backtracks" by ruling out the choice of p at an earlier stage. Eventually, either the program succeeds by constructing a proof, or fails by backtracking to one of the primes which were input as divisors to be considered.
The program prints a "trace" of its progress, and in particular it prints those pa at which it has to backtrack. We may then attempt to factorize o(pa) by other means (e.g., use of a two-phase elliptic curve algorithm [2] ) and add any new factors to a file of "hints". When attempting a factorization, the program looks in this file of hints before attempting the elliptic curve algorithm. The program also adds factors which it finds by the elliptic curve algorithm to the hints file. Our hints file now contains several thousand factors of a(pa) and is indexed by p and o for fast access.
Our first proof to 10160 had many incomplete factorizations and several examples of backtracking. However, we have now eliminated the backtracking and completed all factorizations which are relevant to the proof. An element of luck entered into this as our elliptic curve algorithm cannot be relied on to find factors greater than 1020 in a reasonable time (i.e., a few days on a VAX 11/750). The largest factor required for the proof to 10160 is the 31-digit factor P31 = 5956707000538571084106691363703 of a(6142). Finding p31 by the elliptic curve algorithm required a total of about 1.5 x 109 multiplications mod <r(6142) on several SUN workstations.
Our program uses a probabilistic primality test, so it is possible (although most unlikely) that it might mistake a composite number for a prime. However, all probable primes required for the proof were written on a file and rigorously proved prime by another program. In all cases, the latter program was able to prove primality using a recursive application of the "p -1" or "p + 1" primality tests [4] .
Extensions.
Our bound of 10160 could certainly be improved if a few difficult factorizations were completed. For example, to go beyond 10160, we need to factorize the 81-digit composite number tr(1372). Of course, special arguments can be used if we know that 1372 || TV, but in order to keep the proof simple, we wish to avoid the need for a multiplicity of special cases.
In an unpublished paper [3] , we have extended the bound of 10160 given here to 10200. This uses an improvement of the B2 bound to handle composite numbers such as cr(1372). Further computations are still being carried out, and our lower bound is likely to be still further improved. We hope to publish a second paper on this subject, containing the improved technique, at a later date. Í's"-J5¿5¡=Sa"*"alas%:A " ^:ss=:g ««asà s 3t" îS5-s"'r.s Cirr-KV -> s-a--zsaasa¿ a»>--: .¿S32S **oa P-'aa2"-^ " -S» s °-:"~s' !»« s" "-.stîti-a;
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